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Executive
summary

Evolving business needs, technological advances
and new work structures, among other factors,
are redefining what are considered to be valuable
skills for the future. Determining what these are,
however, is far from straightforward.
The very pace and unpredictability of change
means that, as Paul Cappon, former president
of the Canadian Council on Learning, puts it,
“we are not going to be able to predict the skills
that people will need in 20 years”. Yong Zhao,
director of the University of Oregon’s Institute
for Global and Online Education, agrees, adding
that skills are also highly context-dependent and
multifaceted. Levels of creativity, for example,
depend heavily on the area in which an individual
is seeking to be creative and may require the
acquisition of a substantial level of knowledge
in that field, as much as an ability to approach
problems in a certain way.
Another substantial issue when considering
which skills will be valuable in the future is
deciding who will be assigning that value. As
Mr Zhao points out, the parents of a student
in a developing country might value skills that
their child can exploit in the global digital
economy; the government of that country might
instead prefer skills that help the national
economy industrialise; and the child might well
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prioritise skills that facilitate artistic expression.
Nor are these wishes necessarily immutable.
Svava Bjarnason, senior education specialist
at the World Bank’s International Finance
Corporation, notes: “It is very difficult to suppose
what any one country might have aspirations
for, even over the next decade. If you look at
aspirations in the Middle East compared with
three years ago, how would you judge the right
skill mix [for the future]?”
Bearing such constraints in mind, The Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU) embarked on a research
programme, sponsored by Google, to examine
to what extent the skills taught in education
systems around the world are changing. For
example, are so-called 21st-century skills, such
as leadership, digital literacy, problem solving
and communication, complementing traditional
skills such as reading, writing and arithmetic?
And do they meet the needs of employers and
society more widely?
To investigate these issues, The EIU convened
an advisory board meeting of education experts
and conducted a series of in-depth interviews.
In addition to comments from the advisory board
and the interviews, this report draws on data
from global surveys of senior business executives,
teachers and two groups of students, aged 11 to
17 and 18 to 25. The key findings are listed below.
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l Problem solving, team working and
communication are the skills that are currently
most in demand in the workplace.

less than half (44%) believe that their education
system is providing them with the skills that they
need to enter the country’s workforce.

Sean Rush, president and chief executive officer
of JA (Junior Achievement) Worldwide, an
organisation that helps teach entrepreneurship
in schools and links students with local
business people, notes: “Communication and
collaboration are essential in a list of 21stcentury skills; so much of work in the future will
require things to be done across boundaries.” As
our data show, that future is already here. The
executives surveyed list problem solving (cited by
50%), team working (35%) and communication
(32%) as the top three skills that their companies
need, and they expect these skills to grow in
importance over the next three years. Problem
solving is also the most common workplace
skill cited in the other surveys. For 18-25-yearolds, communication ranks second, and for
11-17-year-olds it comes third.

Teachers recognise that companies are unhappy
with educational standards: only 40% believe
that businesses in their country are satisfied
with the attainment of students entering the
job market, a figure comparable with that of
employers themselves.

Digital literacy and creativity—and the latter’s
close relative, entrepreneurship—are often cited
as essential skills for those who will be operating
in the network-filled world of the future. Unlike
team working and communication, however, very
few respondents list these abilities as vital ones
in the current workplace. In none of the surveys
does digital literacy or creativity rise above the
bottom five on the list of key competencies.
However, a majority of employers—the only
group asked about likely future demand—expect
creativity (58%) and digital literacy (57%) to
grow in importance in the next three years.
l Education systems are not providing enough
of the skills that students and the workplace
need.
Only 34% of executives report that they are
satisfied with the level of attainment of young
people entering their companies. Even more
striking, 52% confirm that a skills gap is
hampering their organisation’s performance.
Older students and those entering the workforce
paint a similar picture: among 18-25-year-olds,

Part of the problem may simply be that many
education systems lack the capacity to teach a
wider range of skills. Every skill covered in our
teachers’ survey has seen an increase rather
than decline in emphasis over the last five
years. Teachers report that lack of time within
a strictly regulated curriculum is the biggest
barrier to teaching 21st-century skills (49%),
while the third most-cited reason is similar: the
strict requirements by education authorities
that classes focus on literacy and numeracy
(30%). This difficulty, however, reflects a lack of
innovation in the system as much as a limited
number of hours in the day, according to Mr
Rush. “The best way to teach 21st-century
skills is to embed them in various aspects of the
curriculum,” not to bolt them on as additional
subjects requiring more time, he says.
l Some students are taking it into their own
hands to make up for deficiencies within the
education system.
Despite a minority of 18-25-year-olds reporting
that their education had provided them with the
skills needed in the workplace, a large majority
(77%) are confident or very confident about
their career prospects. Similarly, there is a
significant difference—in several cases of over
20 percentage points—in the number of students
who believe that they have become good or
very good at given skills without receiving much
formal education in them [see chart].
There may be various reasons for this difference.
Several members of our advisory board pointed
out that in many countries, notably Asian ones,
© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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Chart 1
Proportion of 18-25-year-olds
reporting skill being part of
their education

Proportion saying they are
good or very good at skill

90%

70%

Literacy

77%

64%

Numeracy

51%

Foreign-language skills

56%
81%

60%

Critical thinking

86%

70%

Problem solving

80%

58%

Digital literacy

66%

43%

Leadership

74%

51%

Creativity

80%

63%

Communication

83%

68%

Team working

29%

Entrepreneurship
Emotional intelligence

44%

57%
77%

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.

high-stakes university entrance tests are a
common feature. Those anxious to better their
chances therefore turn to private out-of-school
tuition, making them less likely to attribute
their skills to formal education. Moreover, the
young have become more used to learning on
their own what they are interested in: 62% of
teachers report that students are becoming more
independent and able to gather information
themselves. Whatever the reason, the figures
are a salutary reminder against adopting what
Mr Zhao calls the “authoritarian” view that
“schools have to do the teaching”.
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l Technology is changing teaching, but
education systems are keeping up with the
transformation rather than leading it.
If changing technology is one of the key drivers in
the evolution of which skills are important, what
effect is it having on those who teach the skills?
On the surface, quite a lot: 85% of teachers
report that advances in information technology
(IT) are changing the way they teach.
The profession is, however, a long way from the
cutting edge of being able to apply technology
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in inventive ways. Teachers recognise this as a
gap—digital literacy is one of the areas (31%)
where they would most like to see further
training. Other stakeholders would agree. Only
23% of 18-25-year-olds think that their country’s
education system is very effective at making full
use of the technologies now available. Similarly,
just 28% of younger students think that their
school is very good at using technology in
lessons. A majority of teachers (58%) say their
students have a more advanced understanding of

technology in their classrooms than they do—an
inevitable consequence of the pace of change,
but which need not mean that, given the correct
training, teachers cannot add value through
effective use of technology.
The business executives surveyed agree that
broadening access to technology in schools and
universities is one of the top three ways in which
the education system in their countries could
benefit business (31%).

About the research
Driving the skills agenda: Preparing students for the future is
an Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) report, sponsored by
Google. It investigates the extent to which the skills taught
in education systems around the world are changing, and
whether they meet the needs of employers and society more
widely.
To shed light on these issues, The EIU convened an advisory
board meeting of education experts and conducted four
global surveys of senior business executives, teachers
and two groups of students, aged 11 to 17 and 18 to 25.
Countries represented in the sample include Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, Finland, Ghana, India, Malaysia, Mexico, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, the Philippines, Poland,
Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Thailand, Turkey, the UAE, the UK and the US. Respondents
to the business survey hail from 19 sectors, with professional
services, manufacturing, IT, financial services and technology
especially prominent in the sample.
In addition, The EIU conducted in-depth interviews with
education experts and business executives as well as
substantial desk research. We would like to thank the
following (listed alphabetically) for their time and insights:
l Joshua Baku, head of the Research Department, West
Africa Exams Council, and general secretary, Educational
Research Network for West and Central Africa

l Patrick Griffin, chair, Education (Assessment), University of
Melbourne
l Lee Sing Kong, director, National Institute of Education,
Singapore
l Mmantsetsa Marope, director, International Bureau of
Education, UNESCO (advisory board member)
l Brett O’Riley, chief executive, Auckland Tourism, Events
and Economic Development
l Sean Rush, president and chief executive officer, JA
Worldwide (advisory board member)
l Andreas Schleicher, director, Directorate for Education and
Skills, OECD
l Brian Schreuder, deputy director-general, Curriculum
and Assessment Management, Western Cape Education
Department
l Dr Helen Soulé, executive director, Partnership for 21st
Century Skills
l Sherry Tross, executive secretary, Organisation of American
States
l Emiliana Vegas, chief of the Education Division, InterAmerican Development Bank (advisory board member)
l Gwyn Wansbrough, managing director, Partners for Youth
Empowerment (PYE)

l Svava Bjarnason, senior education specialist, International
Finance Corporation, World Bank (advisory board member)

l Professor Rob Wilson, Warwick Institute for Employment
Research, University of Warwick

l Paul Cappon, former president, Canadian Council on
Learning (advisory board member)

l Yong Zhao, director, Institute for Global and Online
Education, University of Oregon (advisory board member)

l Sir John Daniel, education master, DeTao Masters Academy
(advisory board member)
l Amit Dar, director, Global Education, World Bank

The report was written by Laura Kenworthy and Dr Paul
Kielstra, and edited by Zoe Tabary of The Economist
Intelligence Unit.
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Introduction

As technology becomes more pervasive,
traditional trades disappear and the world of
work becomes more globalised, interconnected
and collaborative, the skills demanded by
employers are shifting.

Our children
will create the
future. We
need to train
people to have
the creativity
to reinterpret
the world.
Yong Zhao, director,
Institute for Global
and Online Education,
University of Oregon

6

When information is available at the touch of a
button, education is arguably less about filling
students’ heads with knowledge and more
about teaching them how to become effective,
lifelong learners capable of responding to a
fast-paced world of relentless change. The
concept of 21st-century skills is one that has
gained increasing currency as a reflection both of
changing workplace needs and the evolving role
of education. As an umbrella term, it combines
the idea that the demands of the 21st century are
sufficiently distinct from those of the previous
century to make educational reform a necessity,
and the belief that instant access to information,
and the speed with which that information dates,
have rendered a knowledge-based education
system defunct.
As proponents of 21st-century skills point out,
we have no way of knowing what challenges
tomorrow’s graduates will face, and still less
what jobs will exist for them to apply for. The best
education can hope to do is to equip students
with sufficiently transferable skills to be able to
respond to whatever the future holds.
© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015

“We always think that what we have today is
what our children will live with tomorrow,” says
Yong Zhao, director of the University of Oregon’s
Institute for Global and Online Education. “But
our children will create the future. We need to
train people to have the creativity to reinterpret
the world.”
The 21st-century skills concept has its detractors.
Too heavy an emphasis on skills as opposed to
content is as imperfect as the alternative.
As Sir John Daniel, education master at the DeTao
Masters Academy in Beijing, puts it: “One of the
problems with the education sphere is that it
swings from packing students with knowledge
and not much in the way of skills to the other way
round—all about skills, and knowledge can come
from the Internet.” He is sceptical of a nearexclusive focus on skills. “I’d put critical thinking
up there as one of the most important skills we
should be teaching, but you can’t think critically
without something to think about.”
Programmes such as the Partnership for 21st
Century Skills have attempted to delineate
the skills required by future graduates and to
highlight the gaps between workplace and
societal requirements and skills taught in
schools. In the OECD’s most recent PISA survey,
which evaluates global education systems by
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comparing the skills and knowledge of 15-yearold students, financial literacy and problem
solving are included alongside mathematics,
reading and science for the first time ever.

l Communication
l Critical thinking
l Creativity

l Literacy

l Digital literacy (the ability to find, evaluate,
utilise, share, and create content using
information technologies–such as computers–
and the Internet)

l Numeracy

l Leadership

l Foreign-language skills

l Emotional intelligence (the ability to
understand the feelings of others and react
accordingly)

The surveys undertaken to inform this report
cover the following list of skills:

l Problem solving
l Team working

l Entrepreneurship

© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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1

Workplaces
are becoming
more teamoriented.
Patrick Griffin,
chair, Education
(Assessment),
University of
Melbourne

What skills will the future demand?

The lives of today’s students are very different
from the lives of students for whom the existing
education systems were developed. How can
education best prepare young people to navigate
their way through an increasingly interconnected
and complex world in which factual recall
will perhaps matter less than their ability to
understand differing perspectives?

Chart 2 (business survey)
Which of the following would you say are the most critical skills
for employees in your organisation to possess today?
Select up to three
(% of respondents)

50%

Problem solving

35%

Team working

32%

Communication

27%

Critical thinking

21%

Creativity

18%

Leadership

17%

Literacy

16%

Digital literacy

Emotional intelligence

12%

Numeracy

12%

Entrepreneurship

“From a Ghanaian perspective, students go to
school and think their main purpose is to pass
exams, but exams are temporary,” says Joshua
Baku, head of the Research Department at the
West Africa Exams Council and general secretary
of the Educational Research Network for West and
Central Africa. “It’s outside the school walls that
problems begin. Students need to be taught not

8%

Don’t know

1%

Other (please specify)

1%

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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If problem solving is to be prioritised as an
educational goal, it needs to start early to be
effective, teaching the most basic foundational
skills with an eye to their practical application.
“The school systems that manage to embed
problem solving in the curriculum combine realworld contexts with information, for example
using maths and science to solve practical
problems rather than abstract ones,” says
Emiliana Vegas, chief of the Education Division
at the Inter-American Development Bank. “Good
school systems do this as early as pre-school—
everything which we used to learn in theoretical
terms is contextualised.”
The need for effective problem solving skills is a
universal one, according to experts.

15%

Foreign language skills

Teachers, students and executives surveyed for
this report all list problem solving as the most
important skill for students’ future. This emphasis
is most pronounced among executives, fully 50%
of whom place it at the top of the list for potential
employees, while 70% expect its importance
to increase over the next three years. Teachers
appear to be acting on the growing necessity
of problem solving, with 59% saying they have
placed more emphasis on it in the classroom over
the past five years.

© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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to run from problems but to address them and
develop solutions.” Businesses surveyed for this
report concur: employers from both developed
(US, UK, Canada…) and developing countries
(China, Brazil, Mexico…) place problem solving
at the top of their list of critical skills.
By encouraging students to work out answers for
themselves and to think of the applications and
consequences of a theory or decision rather than
accepting an answer they are given, schools can
build problem solving skills into the way students
learn throughout their education. Across the
curriculum, students can be encouraged to
identify a problem and generate potential
solutions through discussion and evaluation, a
method which ensures that they fully understand
the answer they arrive at.
The high value given to team working, which
is placed at the top of the list of skills by 35%
of executives and 32% of teachers, reflects the
increasingly interconnected way in which we live
our lives. The ability to appreciate alternative
perspectives and interact constructively with
people with different skills and viewpoints is vital
both in and out of work.
“Workplaces are becoming more teamoriented,” says Patrick Griffin, chair of Education
(Assessment) at the University of Melbourne. He
uses the example of a jigsaw puzzle in which the
pieces are split between two people, neither of
whom can complete it without the resources of
the other; or a crossword puzzle, where one party
has all the clues going across and the other has
those going down.
“It’s about understanding how to pool resources
and work together. We need to build a curriculum
where students can learn to work together—to
be responsive to the group, look at their own
strengths and weaknesses and those of others
and adjust their own behaviour accordingly.”
Amit Dar, director of Global Education at the World
Bank, concurs. “Knowledge matters when hiring
someone, but what I’m really looking for is a team

player. Part of team working is inherent as a skill,
but you can start developing it at a very early
age—by getting children to work in teams rather
than sitting at their own desk, for example.”
Communication also makes it into the top three
for students (both 18-25 and 11-17-year-olds)
and executives, while teachers place it fourth.
However, while this reflects a general consensus
on the importance of communication, it means
different things to different people. Effective
oral communication is a fundamental tool to
function in both work and society more broadly,
but some employers fear that equally vital written
communication skills are being lost.
“Communication as it’s referred to today tends
to mean oral communication, but then you have
employers complaining that people can’t write a
coherent sentence,” says Sir John Daniel.
These skills may already feature in mainstream
education to a certain extent. Among survey
respondents aged 18 to 25, 70% report
that problem solving has formed part of the
education they have received to date, while
68% say the same of teamworking and 63% of
communication. A majority of teachers also
include these skills as part of their teaching.
The survey reveals some differences in student
perceptions: nearly half (48%) of US and UK
18-25-year-olds describe their problem solving
skills as very good, compared with just 14%
of Chinese students—perhaps reflecting how
education systems have or have not prioritised
these skills to date.
The importance of communication raises the
issue of language. On the surface, foreignlanguage skills do not rank highly overall on
the list of key workplace skills, but they are the
competency that executives cite most frequently
as missing within their company (28%).
Unfortunately, education systems do not seem
able to fill this gap. Foreign-language skills
are the area where teachers are the least selfassured, with just 16% of this group feeling very
confident in teaching them.
© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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Some skills which survey respondents cite as
likely to be increasingly important in the future
are given a surprisingly low priority as key skills
for today. Digital literacy, entrepreneurship and
creativity are among the lowest-ranked essential
skills among all business executives, teachers
and students. Does this imply that they may not
be as integral as they are often thought to be, or
rather that they are considered so fundamental
that they do not provide any useful distinction
between potential employees?

ICT skills are
no longer an
option; they’re
basic skills for
operating in
society.
Brett O’Riley, chief
executive, Auckland
Tourism, Events
and Economic
Development

Digital literacy would appear to fall into the latter
camp, although any assumption that graduates
will automatically be equipped with the necessary
skills in this area may be misplaced—just
27% of teachers claim to be very confident in
developing digital literacy in their students.
Only entrepreneurship and foreign languages
rank lower, suggesting that digital skills, like
languages, may still be seen as the responsibility
of subject specialists rather than being
incorporated more broadly into the curriculum.
Increasingly, a lack of digital literacy seems likely
to hold people back in the workplace, although
just 17% of students aged 18 to 25 believe
they would need to have digital literacy to be
successful in the labour market.
“ICT skills are no longer an option; they’re basic
skills for operating in society,” says Brett O’Riley,
chief executive of Auckland Tourism, Events and
Economic Development. “In New Zealand parents
still think that ICT in the classroom refers to kids
training for the ICT sector. We do have a shortage
of ICT professionals, but ICT skills are needed for
any job.”
According to Sherry Tross, executive secretary
of the Organisation of American States (OAS),

10
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digital literacy now forms a fourth strand
alongside traditional foundational skills. “Digital
literacy has become a fourth literacy added to
reading, writing and arithmetic. Like other forms
of literacy, it helps in decoding information,
solving problems and discovering meaning in
words or data.”
Whether or not employers, teachers or students
cite it as such, it seems clear that digital literacy
is an essential skill, though perhaps one with
which today’s students, as digital natives, are
better equipped than their teachers.
Entrepreneurship, however, is more divisive.
While education experts view it as a key skill, it
is rarely listed as such by students or teachers,
while employers may prefer not to hire staff who
are looking to rock the boat.
As Brian Schreuder, deputy director-general
of Curriculum and Assessment Management
at the Western Cape Education Department
points out, however, entrepreneurship can be
crucial to those living a more hand-to-mouth
existence. “In South Africa we have 25% youth
unemployment. Young people need streetwise
skills, entrepreneurial skills, the ability to move
in and out of work.”
Interestingly, Mexico, the UAE and India are
the countries where most employers surveyed
place an emphasis on entrepreneurial skills,
cautioning against a narrow interpretation of
entrepreneurship thriving only in developed
countries. Employers in the UAE and Mexico also
value creativity more than the average in the
survey.
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Case study – The hook from heaven
For participants in the Manaiakalani (“the
hook from heaven”) Education Trust, access to
digital resources has been the key to an entire
suite of 21st-century skills. The New Zealandbased programme works with students in one of
Auckland’s most disadvantaged communities. It
supports parents to buy a digital device for their
child and provides wireless Internet access both
at home and at school to allow all students to
follow an ongoing learning support programme
in their own time. Meanwhile, schools are
encouraged to adopt teaching techniques which
promote group discussion and critical thinking
skills.
“It’s a new approach to learning and lifts the
community ahead,” says Brett O’Riley, CEO
of Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic
Development, who acts as one of the
programme’s trustees.
Participating families pay NZ$3.50 (about
US$2.65) a week for their child’s digital device.
The contribution is not a negligible one for a
low-income household, particularly as many
in the community have large families, but it
ensures that parents have taken a positive
decision to support their children’s learning
through the programme. This parental buy-in
is essential, as working at home forms a key
element of the approach.

a teacher dashboard, so both teachers and
parents can monitor what the child’s been
working on. In the schools which take part,
you see young children working in groups,
interacting with the teacher through a
dashboard. It’s dynamic, innovative and much
less formal than a traditional classroom.”
The results are impressive. With the University
of Auckland tracking its progress, the Trust
has well-documented evidence of the impact
it is having. In its first year of involvement one
school, Tamaki College, doubled the number
of Maori and Pasifika students (the principal
targets of the scheme) achieving level 2 in the
National Certificate of Educational Achievement.
The following year 80% of students achieved
this benchmark, compared with 43% before
the programme began. Literacy and numeracy
standards have improved in all participating
primary schools, with some that were previously
well below the national average now surpassing
it.
“The Trust aims to empower disadvantaged
youth through ICT skills. It enables social
mobility, giving students from that community
a wider perspective on the world, which
would hardly be possible in a non-digital age.
It’s given the whole community a sense of
aspiration.”

“Kids can log on at home, so the learning day
is extended,” explains Mr O’Riley. “There’s

© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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2

How are skills of the future best
taught?

According to experts interviewed for this
report, 21st-century skills cannot be taught in
isolation. In order to be effective, they must be
integrated into every subject area, so that skills
development becomes inseparable from the
sharing of knowledge. As Sir John Daniel points
out, this approach is not unique to the 21stcentury skills debate.

Education
systems need to
provide students
with hands-on
learning that
mirrors realworld problems
and work
opportunities
in an
interdisciplinary
way.
Dr Helen Soulé, executive
director, Partnership for
21st Century Skills

“When I worked in a university in Ontario, English
and French were indirectly inculcated across
the curriculum, so that geography professors
were expected to pick up on misuse of language.
That’s the only way to develop any of these skills.
If you want to foster oral communication skills,
for example, holding a debate in the context of
history is more lively than in isolation.”
At the French-American School of Rhode Island
(FASRI) in the US, the teaching of 21st-century
skills is consciously intertwined with the fact that
the school provides a dual-language education.
It emphasises the importance of communication
in both French and English across all disciplines,
encouraging students to gain experience of
public speaking, networking and writing. Critical
thinking is taught through the literature of
both cultures as well as through philosophy and
history, while collaboration and teamwork are
modelled by staff operating in a dual-language
context.
Dr Helen Soulé, executive director of the
Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21), which
has developed its own framework to support
schools in skills development, agrees that a
cross-curricular approach is key. At the heart
of the framework are what P21 terms “the four

12
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Cs”—communication, collaboration, critical
thinking and problem solving, and creativity and
innovation.
“When students possess these skills alongside
content knowledge, they are more likely to be
successful in college, in the workplace and as
citizens”, she says. “Education systems need
to provide students with hands-on learning
that mirrors real-world problems and work
opportunities in an interdisciplinary way. These
new types of skills cannot be taught in isolation
but must instead be suffused throughout the
curriculum.”
If this is to become a reality, it requires the
upskilling of all teachers to enable them to
effectively foster skills at the same time as
teaching content. For some school systems, this
would mean a complete reinterpretation of the
role of a teacher.
“Traditionally, teachers have been paid for their
skill in imparting knowledge,” says Professor
Griffin of Melbourne University. “This is
anachronistic. The teacher’s role is now about
teaching how to work effectively. Teachers need
to develop these skills themselves, which means
we need to change pedagogical training.”
However, as Professor Griffin points out, if skills
can be developed regardless of the surrounding
content, that gives schools a degree of freedom
in how they choose to incorporate 21st-century
skills training into their curriculums. “Students
need to be able to analyse information, manage
resources, assess the contribution of individuals
to the group, and take responsibility for
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particular tasks. But it doesn’t matter whether
students learn them in history or chemistry.”
Education systems are slowly waking up to this
idea. The Australian state of Victoria is looking
at implementing state-wide training to help
teachers incorporate skills training into their
lessons, while Taiwan’s Ministry of Education
introduced in 2014 a policy of reshaping
education to enhance students’ creativity,
employability, information competence and
interdisciplinary ability.
School 21, a free school in Stratford, East
London, was founded in 2012 to meet the
needs of 21st-century learners aged 4-18.
Oral communication is heavily emphasised
as a vital skill, with “oracy” lessons teaching
students to express themselves clearly and tailor
their speech to their audience. Technology is
integrated into the curriculum, from the use of
iPads by students to critique each other’s work
to e-portfolios, blogging and making videos.
The school encourages student leadership and
responsibility wherever possible and includes
one-on-one coaching for all students to support
their individual learning.
In the US, Two Rivers Public Charter School
in Washington, DC takes an interdisciplinary
approach to skills development by embracing
projects. For example, first-grade students
involved in running the school’s snack bar raised
money to create a children’s library at DC General
Homeless Shelter. By conducting surveys to
assess customer feedback, deciding what snacks
to offer as a result and engaging with the shelter,
the children developed their learning across a
range of subject areas, while also becoming adept
at problem solving and communication as well as
collaborative and entrepreneurial skills.
The greatest barrier to incorporating skills
training more broadly into mainstream education
appears to be the rigidity of existing curriculums:
49% of teachers find that the curriculum is too
rigid to allow time for wider skills to be fostered.

Chart 3 (teacher survey)
To incorporate “21st-century skills”
in any way into your daily teaching,
which are the biggest challenges you
have faced to date? Select up to three
(% of respondents)

49%

Lack of time–standard
curriculum is too demanding
and strictly enforced

31%

Lack of appropriate training

30%

Education authorities’ strict
requirements that focus in
the classroom be on literacy
and numeracy

26%

Difficulty identifying what
skills students need to be
successful in the labour market

24%

Lack of support from
school management

23%

Lack of motivation

23%

Lack of support from the
business community

6%

Don't know

4%

Other (please specify)

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.

However, as Andreas Schleicher, director of the
OECD’s Directorate for Education and Skills,
highlights, skills can be taught through the
traditional subject base—often more effectively
than when they are self-consciously administered
as a separate focus. He points to countries such
as the Nordics and Singapore creating learning
environments which strengthen both cognitive
and character skills such as tolerance, resilience
and leadership.
At Waggrakine Primary School in Geraldton,
Western Australia, a three-year programme to
© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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implement 21st-century teaching and learning
throughout the school has created a renewed
focus on empowering lifelong learners. Teachers
aim to bridge the gap between what students
learn in school and what they do in real life,
by linking the curriculum wherever possible to
external contexts and creating links with schools
in Asia as well as across Australia to establish a
global outlook and share best practice.

Young people
respond
positively to
adults who are
creative and
model the kinds
of skills that they
want to develop
in their students.
Gwyn Wansbrough,
managing director,
Partners for Youth
Empowerment

Inculcating 21st-century skills is not solely the
responsibility of schools, however. Partners for
Youth Empowerment (PYE) is an international
non-profit organisation training teachers, youth
workers, artists, therapists and programme
leaders to engage young people to develop
creative life skills. “Young people respond
positively to adults who are creative and model
the kinds of skills that they want to develop in
their students,” explains Gwyn Wansbrough,
managing director at PYE. “Our approach at PYE
consists of learning by doing. For example, we
draw on practices from improvisation theatre to
develop adaptability, flexibility, collaboration
and communication.”
Ms Wansbrough believes that while PYE has
to date focused on opportunities for skills
development outside of schools, its training
model is fully translatable to the context of
formal education. “The education sector is
grappling with questions about how to engage

learners, stay relevant and recognise other
sources of knowledge that young people have
access to that didn’t exist a generation ago,”
she says. “Creative facilitation can help teachers
adapt to the evolving needs of their students.”
Technology has a central role to play in skills
development. However, education rather than
being at the forefront of technological change
seems to be struggling to keep up, both with
the pace of advances and with students. Even
in primary schools, fully half of teachers feel
that their students have a better understanding
of the technology in their classroom than they
do, a proportion which rises to 58% when the
responses of secondary teachers are factored in.
This proportion is highest in Australia, the UAE
and New Zealand.
Although just over half (51%) of teachers say that
technological advances have changed the way
they teach, one-quarter are not confident of their
ability to use the technological tools they have
access to in school, and the same proportion say
they are not equipped with the technology they
need.
Students themselves also appear to lack
confidence in the ability of schools to take
advantage of the tools available to them. Just
28% of students aged 11 to 17 think that their
school is very good at using technology in

Chart 4 (teacher survey)
To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(% of respondents)

Strongly agree

34%

Somewhat agree

Somewhat disagree

51%

10%

2%

21%
3%

Technological advances (eg the explosion
of mobile devices and social media) have
changed the way I teach
Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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Don’t know

37% 27%

11%

3%

Students in my classroom often have a more
advanced understanding of technology than I do
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lessons. The cohort aged 18 to 25 is even more
damning, with 34% describing their country’s
education system as ineffective in making use
of new technologies, and just 23% believing it is
very effective.
Increased use of technology also tops the list
of the changes students aged 11 to 17 would
most like to see in their school, by a margin of
14 percentage points. This is particularly true
in Spain, Russia and Mexico, where respectively
68%, 63% and 58% of young students call for
more technology to be used in schools.
It comes as no surprise that students born into
a world of social media and mobile devices are
more at home in it than their seniors. As Sean
Rush, president and chief executive officer of
JA Worldwide, a non-profit youth organisation,
says: “Students are light years ahead of their
teachers—they don’t remember a world without
these tools.”
This sense that schools may be missing a trick
in failing to make full use of the technologies
to which students dedicate their leisure time is
echoed by other experts.
“Young people have an innate affinity with
technology, and it would be a shame not to
utilise that effectively,” says Mr Schreuder.
“South Africa has a far greater gap between
the educational outcomes of rich and poor
students than elsewhere in the world, and if we
do nothing, technology will exacerbate that.
But if you provide technological access to poorer
kids and point them in the right direction, it
enables individual learning, networking and
collaboration.”
Distance learning through online content
also has the potential to transform the access
students have to education. Mr Dar at the World
Bank believes it could have a significant role to
play in compensating for substandard teaching.
“The quality of teaching in some developing
countries can be pretty weak. If teachers’ input

Chart 5 (survey of 11-17-year-olds)
What changes, if any, would you most like to see in your school?
(% of respondents)

More lessons where I can use technology
(for example, computers or the Internet)
More lessons where I can talk
about my own ideas

40%
26%
24%

Homework that is more interesting
More/better feedback from teachers
on how to improve my work
More advice/support on how to get a
job when I leave school or university
More opportunities to study
in another country

23%
22%
18%
6%

Don't know
Other (please specify)

1%

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.

could be supplemented with more effective
and standardised learning, that could have a
big impact. But the content needs to be locally
relevant and updated regularly—it’s not enough
just to supply content as a one-off.”
Part of the value of technology is that it can
respond to the strengths and weaknesses of a
given student in a way that a teacher with a class
of 50 would struggle to recreate. Similarly, it
can allow far greater numbers of students to be
actively and simultaneously engaged than would
otherwise be the case. Schools in Singapore
regularly encourage students to submit questions
during class via instant messaging software,
allowing the teacher to see what students are
thinking about, even without the time to call on
them all. However, this is far from being the norm
elsewhere.
“Technology has been absorbed into a great
deal of industries, but education has been much
slower to change—classrooms often look as they
did 100 years ago,” says Ms Vegas of the InterAmerican Development Bank. “It’s a reality that
kids have access to mobile devices and social
media, but the way teachers respond is consistent
© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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with the way education has stayed behind the
times—there’s a tendency to ban them.”
Mr Zhao of the University of Oregon sees
the growth of technology as part of a
democratisation of information, but cautions

that it is not sufficient on its own. “Teachers have
historically monopolised classrooms in terms of
information. But if we think the Internet means
we don’t need teachers we’re wrong—we need
someone to take care of the human aspect.”

Case study – Teach less, learn more
Technology has
been absorbed
into a greatdeal
of industries,
but education
has been much
slower to
change.
Emiliana Vegas, chief
of the Education
Division, Inter-American
Development Bank.

Regularly credited with having one of the most
successful education systems in the world,
Singapore has a reputation as a high-pressure
environment focused on test scores. But over
the past decade its emphasis has shifted
towards a more holistic approach and the
development of lifelong learning skills.
Launched in 2006, “Teach less, learn more” aims
to help schools and teachers to engage more
effectively with students, so that they connect
what they are with what they are learning and
how and why they are learning it.
Professor Lee Sing Kong, director of the National
Institute of Education, explains: “The 20thcentury classroom was designed with a very
teacher-centric approach to education. If you
want 21st-century skills, you need a 21stcentury learning environment which encourages
team-based learning and discussion.”
The initiative takes as its starting point the
assumption that more teaching is not in and
of itself a good thing, particularly in a country
which has traditionally force-fed its students
facts in pursuit of high grades. Instead, it
aims to deliver more skilful teaching and more
sustained student engagement.
“The curriculum focuses on being able to apply,
rather than absorb, knowledge,” says Professor
Lee.
To this end, individual schools have been
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given greater autonomy over how they teach,
designing their own curriculums in line with
agreed national strategies. Overall, the content
of most subjects has been cut by between
10% and 20%, according to the Ministry of
Education.
The country has also broadened the range of
subject areas offered and assessed, providing
students with a greater choice of prospective
pathways.
Through a chain of “Future Schools”, Singapore
has showcased its vision of the education
system to come. With a heavy emphasis on the
acquisition of skills such as teamwork, problem
solving and critical thinking, the schools also
make full use of digital devices, software,
interactive keyboards and social media.
An engrained societal belief in the value
of exams and a tradition of pressurised,
competitive, high-stakes education have by
no means been swept away. Nor is Singapore’s
example necessarily straightforward to replicate
elsewhere—the country has the advantage
of being both wealthy and small, with a longstanding practice of valuing and respecting
teachers.
However, if a country whose focus has been so
habitually test-based can decide to reprioritise,
however incompletely, then this surely offers
food for thought to the rest of the world.
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Are schools failing to equip students
for the world of work?

Internationally, employers appear to be struggling
to find young people with the skills they need. Over
half (51%) of executives surveyed say a skills gap
is hampering their organisation’s performance,
and only 34% claim to be satisfied with the level
of attainment of young people entering the
company. A 2014 report by McKinsey, Education to
Employment: Getting Europe’s Youth into Work, found
that this gap could have a significant impact on
firms’ performance, ultimately affecting the wider
economy: 27% of employers surveyed for the report
said they had left entry-level jobs unfilled because
of a lack of applicants with the required skills.
Students also appear to lack confidence in the
relevance of their education: just 44% of students
aged 18 to 25 believe that their education system
is providing the skills they need to enter their
country’s workforce.
Experts diverge as to whether this is the problem of
the education system or of businesses themselves.
“Employers often say it’s hard to find what they
want, but if you press them, it’s not clear what
they do want,” says Professor Rob Wilson at the
University of Warwick’s Institute for Employment
Research. “There are lots of skills which are specific
to particular industries, and I’m not sure it’s the
business of state-funded education to be providing
sector-specific training.”
The nature of the gap, however, is ambiguous. In
some sectors or countries it simply reflects the fact
that too few students are choosing to train for the
industries which most need them.
Mr Baku of the West Africa Exams Council believes
this is particularly acute in Ghana. “There’s very
little co-operation between the job market and

education. Everyday jobs are advertised for which
there are no takers because no-one has the required
skills. The first priority of the average student
seeking higher education is not the relevance of the
course or what employment it will lead to. They just
want a certificate so they will be counted among the
elite of the country.”
But even when students are purportedly studying
a subject suitable for a career in a particular field,
there appears to be a mismatch between what they
are taught and what employers require.
“There is a disconnect between the demand-side
and the supply-side of skills,” notes Mmantsetsa
Marope, director of the International Bureau of
Education at the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO).
“Education systems, or should I say educators,
hardly ever talk to businesses, to employers, to
parents, to a whole range of stakeholders who are
on the demand-side of the competencies which they
are supposed to facilitate learners to acquire.”

Over half (51%)
of executives
surveyed say
a skills gap is
hampering
their
organisation’s
performance.

Greater collaboration between schools and
industry—whether through work placements,
industry involvement in course planning or
industry representatives brought into schools to
demonstrate the real-world application of theories
and techniques—appears to be key to improving
students’ readiness for work. In Germany, for
example, 60% of school leavers continue their
education by means of “dual vocational training”
(rather than attending university or a full-time
vocational college). Under the dual system,
students are employed as apprentices and trained
on the job by their employers, while also attending
vocational college one or two days a week. This
system, and the resulting close interaction
© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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Chart 6 (business survey)
Which of the following changes to your country’s education system, if any, do you think
would benefit your business?
Select up to two
(% of respondents)

36%

35%

31%

29%
22%
12%

Providing
better access
to company
schemes or
internships

Improving Broadening Improving
Providing Encouraging
teacher
the access to career advice
more
the creation
training
technology
given to opportunities of student
in schools and students
to study networks (eg,
universities
abroad
to facilitate
career
progression)

5%

1%

Don't
know

Other
(please
specify)

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit.

between employers and educators, is credited
with contributing to the country’s low level of
unemployment.
According to the business survey, employers
feel they should play a more active role in
deciding what students are taught and that their
position as stakeholders should be more explicit.
Nearly three-fifths (57%) of executives think
business does not have enough say in setting the
curriculum in their country, while 36% identify
improved access to company schemes and
internships as the educational change that would
most benefit their business. The latter proportion
tends to be higher in developing than developed
countries, with the exception of Spain, where
employers’ appetite for more company schemes
and internships may be explained by the high
level of youth unemployment in the country.
But sector-specific skills training may not be
the whole answer, not least because the world is
changing so fast that training that is too specific
is liable to date quickly. “Employers will often say,
we can teach skills, but not willingness to work,”
18
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says Mr Dar. “Inculcating that willingness early on
is crucial.”
While employers may be willing to top up the
knowledge and training of bright recruits, it
is soft skills whose absence leads to greater
problems.
“CEOs argue that young people don’t seem to
have social graces and interpersonal skills such
as respect, as well as the ability to work on their
own without having someone looking over their
shoulder all the time,” says Mr Schreuder. “They
need to understand deadlines, to be able to work
under pressure, to prioritise. They ought to have
lifelong learning skills and to understand that
learning happens all the time.”
Ms Vegas agrees. “In Latin America, socioemotional skills are a big part of the gap between
what employers need and what young people
have. For example, tourism companies need
people who will smile and be polite to guests, and
often graduates just don’t possess those publicfacing techniques.”
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Are 21st-century skills an elite
concern?

While it’s easy to find support for the idea that
21st-century skills are at the centre of what a
contemporary education system ought to be
providing, they are not universally seen as a
high priority. For many students currently in
education, literacy and numeracy are a greater
concern.
“One key challenge that we’re seeing in
developing countries is the lack of basic
foundational skills such as literacy and
numeracy,” says Mr Dar. “Many students are
coming out of education without them and are
entering the labour market underequipped. If
you lack them at an early stage, it’s very difficult
to catch up later.”
The OECD’s Mr Schleicher is similarly cautious
about placing too heavy an emphasis on
21st-century skills. “The 21st-century skills
agenda is a double-edged sword. It can lead to
the temptation to keep adding things to the
curriculum, resulting in a curriculum which is
mile-wide but inch-deep.”
Are skills such as problem-solving, creativity,
communication and team working a luxury addon that a country can only afford to consider
once it has mastered the basics? According to Ms
Vegas, the need to improve levels of basic skills
does not exempt a country from the need to also
foster soft or non-cognitive skills in its students.
“In Latin America, there is still a tremendous
need to get kids out of school with competencies

in reading and maths, which many aren’t
achieving,” she says. “But on top of that there is
a need for social skills, which historically families
have been left to provide. In the past you’d train
for a specific and secure job, but the jobs people
do today may not exist in three years. What is
key now is how quickly you can adapt to changes
in education and the job market, and how you
access information.”
One problem with incorporating skills
development into the school curriculum in
developing countries is that it is difficult to
reconcile with a heavy dependence on rote
learning. It requires significant investment in the
professional development of teachers to enable
them to demonstrate the skills we expect them to
inculcate in their students.
“Teachers need to understand that these are
not taught skills but modelled skills,” explains
Mr Schreuder. “You can’t just add them to the
curriculum and hope students will learn them,
without systemic planning. It needs to be
entrenched and specified upfront as a goal of
education.”

Teachers need
to understand
that 21st
century skills
are not taught
but modelled.
Brian Schreuder,
deputy directorgeneral, Curriculum
and Assessment
Management, Western
Cape Education
Department

He adds: “Our current curriculum appears to be
a bit reductionist. Instead of opening up to the
skills of the future, we seem to be narrowing
our focus to maths and sciences. Kids have an
innate curiosity, and yet we kill that by the end
of junior school with a focus on rote learning and
regurgitation of facts.”
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Case study - Digital classrooms
The Bangladeshi government has taken a
proactive and methodical approach to the need
to develop greater digital skills in the next
generation with the introduction of multimedia
classrooms in schools across the country.
The National Education Policy, introduced in
2010, emphasises the importance of audiovisual equipment in schools, particularly in
English classes. To date, 20,500 secondary and
1,515 primary schools have been equipped with
laptops, projectors and Internet modems, while
teachers have received training in integrating
information and communications technology
(ICT) into their lessons. The introduction of the
new technology has been accompanied by an
increase in group learning, Q&A sessions and
project-based study.
From the teachers’ perspective, the equipment
enables them to reuse or modify resources as
well as develop content that meets the needs
of their students. It has also led to a rise in
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collaboration between teachers, as it makes
sharing and comparing materials far easier.
According to a report by Save the Children, a
non-governmental organisation promoting
children’s rights, ICT is as a result being used far
more widely for teacher training and networking
purposes, as well as for the development of
e-content. However, it has yet to be significantly
used to support student assessment or
e-learning.
The British Council, which has supported the
spread of multimedia classrooms, hosted a
three-day conference in 2014 to promote
digital learning ideas throughout Bangladesh.
The conference encouraged the use of the
equipment in the development of 21st-century
skills, including communication, critical
thinking, creativity, data analysis, teamwork,
task management, learning to learn and digital
literacy.
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Conclusion

While it may be true that information can be
accessed at the touch of a fingertip and that
“teachers are no longer the oracle”, as UNESCO’s
Dr Marope puts it, it does not necessarily follow
that the sharing of knowledge no longer has a
crucial role to play. A teacher’s input in filtering,
sharing and explaining content is as critical
today as it has ever been.
What has changed, however, is the expectation
that the knowledge which is considered
important today is the same knowledge that will
be needed tomorrow. A recognition of the pace
of change, both in the workplace and in society
more broadly, pervades the responses to this
report’s surveys and interviews. Education must
therefore concern itself more than ever with the
development of skills to interrogate knowledge,
to find it for oneself, and to respond to rapidly
changing situations.
The traditional classroom, with a teacher at
the front and the students in serried ranks, has
had its day, as has rote learning as the core of
education. Instead, interviewees are unanimous
in emphasising the importance of group
discussion, giving students the opportunity
to work things out for themselves, while also
learning how to respond to the differing
skills and opinions of their peers. Effective
collaboration, crucial in almost every sector, is a
difficult habit to acquire as an adult.
This style of learning places new demands on
teachers, who may themselves not be universally

equipped with the competencies to lead a
more fluid, interactive class. It also requires
governments to be willing to rethink their
approach to teacher training and professional
development. It is no longer sufficient—if it
ever was—that teachers are well versed in their
subject. They must recognise that the skills
a student acquires through learning are as
important, if not more so, than the content,
and be able to incorporate opportunities
for the development of problem solving,
collaborative, creative and communication
skills into their teaching. These skills cannot be
taught in isolation but must be present across
the curriculum, embedded in the fabric of how
teachers teach.
Technology has a valuable role to play and offers
opportunities to level the playing field, giving
students access to tools and teaching from
around the world and broadening their horizons.
However, this can only happen by deliberate
and careful design, by providing access to
technological support to those who need it most.
Unchannelled, technology has the potential to
simply deepen inequity by offering ever greater
opportunities for advancement to those who can
afford to take advantage of it.
It is impossible to say what challenges will
confront today’s students, or what the workplace
of the future will look like. Ensuring that they
leave school with the habit of learning well
established will, as Ms Tross of the OAS puts it,
“prepare students for a world not yet known”.
© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2015
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